
      Vehicle Tech/Safety Inspection Form    
 

As a participant in this driving event, you are solely responsible for maintaining the safety of your vehicle and 
you should be personally aware of the operating condition of all items on the list below. The safety checklist is 
not all encompassing but represents only the minimum safety requirements that your vehicle should meet or 
exceed. The Italian Automobile Festival of SpeedTM organizers and the designated safety inspectors assume 
no responsibility for the safety of your vehicle. Any vehicle that does not pass the safety inspection will not be 
allowed onto the track.  

 
AN APPROVED INSPECTOR MUST CHECK AND INITIAL EACH ITEM BELOW:  

 
Vehicle Information:  Year_______________ Make_________________ Model________________ 
    Modifications______________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______ 1. Windshield - no cracks.  
_______ 2. Mirrors - minimum of one rear view mirror, securely mounted.  
_______ 3. Brake Lights - all working.  
_______ 4. Pedals - throttle & clutch in good operating condition with free return; double throttle return spring preferred.  
_______ 5. Seat Belts - lap and shoulder belts securely anchored and in good condition.  
_______ 6. Brakes - More than 40% pad lining, firm pedal with good system pressure, brake lines in good condition.  
_______ 7. Brake Fluid - clean fluid in reservoir, brake system flushed in last 6 months.  
_______ 8. Battery - securely fastened with metal straps (no bungee cords), terminals covered, no leaks.  
_______ 9. Belts - tight with no cracks.  
_______10. Fluids - NO LEAKS of any type of fluid, all hoses secure and pliable, all levels filled properly, c atch tanks required.  
_______11. Coolant overflow tubing installed which exits aft of  the rear tires (Pantera Only). 
_______12. Coolant shut-off valves installed in heater lines and in closed position (Pantera Only). 
_______13. Front & Rear Suspension - no worn parts no loose components.  
_______14. Steering - tight and precise, no worn components and no wandering.  
_______15. Exhaust System - secure with no leaks.  
_______16. Wheel Bearings - no noise or excessive play.  
_______17. C/V Joints & Axles - no noise or vibration; boots intact.  
_______18. Wheels - all lugs torque to manufacturer’s specification, capped valve stems with no cracks.  
_______19. Tires - minimum tread depth 3/32 of inch (exceptions for race tires), balanced with no leaks, no sidewall cracks.  
_______20. Gas Cap - secure & tight.  
_______21. Accessory Equipment - installed securely with no loose parts , no loose items in vehicle interior or trunk.  
_______22. Roll Bar - Mandatory for all open-cars in advanced run groups  (without manufacture’s structural or deploying roll bar). Must                  
     extend above drivers head.  
_______23. Clothing - Long sleeve cotton shirt and long pants or driving suit, no shorts or sandals.  
_______24. Helmet - 1995 Snell rating or newer (MA or SA). 
_______25. Mandatory Documentation - Attach copy of proof of auto insurance and valid driver’s license.  
 
 
Tech Inspector Signature: _______________________________________________________ Date: _________________________ 
 
As a participant in the Italian Festival of SpeedTM track event, I acknowledge that the above items have been checked by an authorized 
inspector and this vehicle meets or exceed the requirements specified on the inspection form. I acknowledge that the safety verific ation 
performed is solely for the purpose of meeting minimum standards of car preparation for the driving event, and that no representation is 
made by the safety inspectors with respect to my automobile as to its road worthiness and fitness for driving at the track event, or for use in 
general street driving. No warranties are implied or expressed in passing or failing the safety verification. I hereby release the Italian 
Festival of SpeedTM and safety inspectors from any and all liability arising from their verification, whether or not due to negligence, and 
further agree to save and hold harmless the Italian Festival of SpeedTM and its agents and representatives with respect to responsibility for 
the condition and preparation of my automobile, or for any s ubsequent mechanical failures or damage to my automobile or its occupants. I 
acknowledge that at all times I remain solely responsible for the safety and road worthiness of my automobile and am not relying upon the 
safety inspection made by the Italian Festival of SpeedTM to determine whether or not to drive my automobile. In signing this form, I also 
certify that I have no physical or mental problems that could jeopardize me or others if I participate in this event.  
 
 
Driver’s Signature: _____________________________________________________________ Date: __________________  
 
Driver’s Printed Name: __________________________________________________________  

 
A COMPLETED & SIGNED INSPECTION FORM MUST BE BROUGHT TO THE EVENT. 


